Abstract. Distributed execution of logic programs on heterogeneous processors requires e cient task distribution and engine synchronization to exploit the potential for performance. This paper presents a task-driven scheduling technique to distribute tasks to engines e ectively. It consists of a dynamic hierarchy of distributed scheduling components able to adapt to program characteristics and the platform con guration and to control the considerable communication costs while exploiting good degrees of parallelism. It also incorporates an abort & failure mechanism to reduce speculative work and keep engines as busy as possible. Several experimental results illustrate the performance of the model.
Introduction
Logic Programming languages like Prolog support a form of programming where one declares the logic of the problem and the implementation provides the necessary control for e cient execution. Logic programs can take advantage of recent parallel and distributed architectures by exploiting parallelism mainly in the forms of divide-and-conquer and speculative execution. The distributed execution of logic programs on heterogeneous processors such as a LAN of workstations may create parallel tasks that need to be assigned to remote processors at run-time. A traditional task scheduler 16] relies heavily on shared resources to perform its functions. But performance will not increase proportionally if the scheduler operates on resources shared over a LAN of distributed workstations with considerable communication costs. Such cases require techniques that are better adapted to the nature of distributed computing. This paper presents a scheme for e ectively distributing tasks to engines on a process-based parallel logic programming system running in a distributed manner on the nodes of a virtual multiprocessor. The Prolog Area Network system 15] runs on a LAN of workstations with each Prolog engine running on a di erent workstation. Engines employ the services of PVM to communicate with each other either synchronously or asynchronously using extra message passing primitives added to SICStus Prolog. PAN is able to exploit various forms of parallelism (AND, OR, combinations). Some of its particular merits are its robustness, ease of use and its ability to exploit highly available hardware. But the communication overheads of the distributed platform are signi cant dictating that any task distribution mechanism should add proportionally little execution overhead.
The following sections analyze the design choices of this model further. Section 2 brie y discusses other scheduling models and indicates existing pitfalls. Section 3 discusses the scheduling scheme used in PAN, presents the scheduling mechanism and analyzes its characteristics. Section 4 discusses the advantages of the proposed model in comparison to other techniques and nally section 5 presents some experimental results that illustrate the performance of the model.
Relevant Research
At the abstract level we can classify scheduling methods into two categories. Engines look for tasks (engine driven scheduling) or tasks look for engines (task driven scheduling). The rst choice has been adopted by the scheduler used in Andorra- I 7] . This model consists of a top scheduler and two sub-schedulers each responsible for AND-parallel and OR-parallel execution respectively. The schedulers partition the engines into exible teams to distribute tasks e ectively. However its estimation of the load of a task is crude because it depends only on its complexity. Complex tasks do not always generate many parallel sub-tasks. Engine-driven scheduling can not always relate e ciently the actual task load with the composition of each team imposing run-time task and engine migration overheads. A uni ed top scheduler for all forms of parallelism could improve performance further by reducing certain synchronization overheads and the complexity of interfacing between the scheduler and the engines. While the bounded depth-rst distribution strategy used by Andorra-I may relate closely to the actual Prolog selection strategy it does not always distribute tasks e ectively to engines. Communication costs are not properly quanti ed because this scheduler was designed for shared-memory multiprocessors with fast communication. If the same approach was used by PAN's scheduler it might often result in a slow-down. A similar engine-driven approach is used by &-Prolog 10].
Engine-driven approaches are also used by MUSE 1], Aurora 12] , and the Bristol Scheduler 3] . These systems mainly address the problem of e cient scheduling of OR-parallel tasks controlling speculative OR-work. A drawback of such enginedriven schedulers with this approach is that an idle worker must make a global search for new work, which is a major and time consuming task switch and imposes real overheads. Most task switches involve a global search for new work which signi cantly a ects performance. In MUSE when a worker is idle, its next piece of work will be taken from the deepest (i.e. youngest) node on the richest branch. The measure of richness used is the number of unshared (or private) alternatives on the branch. A disadvantage is that the shared (or public) region of the tree is much larger and the overall computation is slower since backtracking over public nodes is more expensive than backtracking over private nodes despite the reduction to the number of major task switches. Such scheduling strategies share common characteristics that may a ect performance. A considerable number of parallel tasks are identi ed at run-time, while PAN's approach detects parallelism mainly at compile time. They are designed for platforms with low communication costs and may fail to quantify much of the run-time overheads of distributed heterogeneous platforms properly that degrade performance. The task switches and the search for new work depend proportionally on the communication overheads among engines.
The signi cant costs of inter-engine communications in distributed platforms have been considered in the scheduling techniques used in OPERA 4] and PloSys 13] which exploit OR-parallelism. The scheduling is performed by a hierarchy of specialized schedulers operating in parallel to the workers using an approximate representation of the state of the system, while the multisequential computational model of OPERA does not create more parallelism than required by the available resources. To improve its performance OPERA signi cantly re-engineers the WAM code to implement the scheduling algorithms e ciently. This represents a departure from the use of mainstream Prolog technology on process-based distributed platforms and makes the approach liable to being marginalised as mainstream technology evolves. Similar multi-sequential models have also been adopted by more recent distributed systems like PDP 2] which also implements an extension of the WAM. The current implementation of PDP only uses one scheduler to support the number of available engines. This results in a centralized scheduling scheme that may create bottleneck situations in distributed platforms like PAN with slow communication. The con guration of the team of engines lacks exibility and does not change dynamically during program execution to adapt to any changes in the distributed platform.
Design Choices in PAN
The current implementation of PAN exploits OR-parallelism, independent ANDparallelism and combinations 19]. A suitable granularity control mechanism 21] has been incorporated in PAN, while a second mechanism estimates at compiletime the relative di culty of a task. The di culty of a task in this case does not only depend on its complexity 8], but also on the number of parallel subtasks it may generate. Complex tasks may not generate many parallel sub-tasks and vice versa. The scheduling approach of this research is di erent in many ways from all methods mentioned. It adopts a dynamic task-driven strategy by trying to reduce the run-time overheads of making distribution decisions that depend on the communication costs while the engine re-allocation and task redistribution schemes keep engines busy at run-time. Task-driven scheduling is dictated by the fact that compile-time analysis has already detected parallel tasks. This considerably reduces the overheads of searching for parallel tasks at run-time and complies with the design choices of platforms like PAN.
Scheduling analysis in PAN uses a Farmer-Worker model for engine distribution which generates goal driven "master-slaves" relations among engines and relates closely to SLD resolution. As the goals change, these relations should adjust to the program requirements dynamically. A dynamic hierarchy of goals and sub-goals is generated which corresponds to a hierarchy of farmers and workers. Farmers do not interfere with the workers (and their tasks) of other farmers at the same or di erent level of the hierarchy. The basic mechanism of the proposed scheduling algorithm is best-rst task distribution in the sense that the more di cult tasks get to use more engines rst. The farmer-worker hierarchy is particularly suitable for distributed systems in contrast to techniques presented in section 2. It does not have a central scheduling unit but each node in the hierarchy corresponds to a distributed component. Each such component consists of a distributed scheduler, its workers and a local engine pool. Distributed components communicate infrequently, they perform only the necessary communication (detect failure for instance). OR-parallelism in PAN is explored in an AND-parallel manner. The algorithm presented in 14] has been modi ed to operate e ectively under PAN. Therefore PAN does not require separate schedulers to distribute tasks to engines, while the proper management of speculative OR-work is handled by the compiletime analyzer 19] reducing certain run-time overheads (like task switches) imposed by models like MUSE and Aurora.
Task Distribution and Engine Re-Allocation
When the program is actually executed there is an initial distribution (determined at compile-time) of tasks to engines which corresponds to an initial hierarchy (con guration) of farmers and workers. Di cult tasks get more engines. The reader is referred to 20] for further discussion. However, it remains possible for an engine to process more than one parallel tasks while the number of engines is less than the number of parallel tasks. In this case tasks have to be re-distributed and engines re-allocated. The run-time scheduler for farmers and workers is presented in the abstract algorithms of gures 1 and 2. Engine allocation is dynamic in the sense that each farmer may have a di erent number of workers during program execution or when the program and the initial goal change to adjust to the distribution of tasks. The implementation can determine a maximum number of workers a farmer can have to avoid bottleneck situations. Experimental results suggest that a farmer should not have more than 4 workers in PAN when running the programs presented in section 5.
A farmer can be viewed as a worker for a farmer at a higher level. A farmer communicates only with its workers by sending engines and tasks ( gure 1, lines 9) and receiving results ( gure 1 lines 7 and 8) from them or with its parent-farmer ( gure 1 line 1, 5 and 6). If the farmer detects failure, ( gure 1 lines 4, 6 and 8) it initiates the abort and failure mechanism (presented in following sections). The farmers sort any requests for more engines from their workers ( gure 1 line 9) in a best-rst manner re-distributing any available engines ( gure 1 line 10). The ( exible) order in which the farmer processes tasks locally ( gure 1 line 2) is also determined by the implementation of the algorithm. 
Fig. 1 Farmer Execution Protocol
Best-rst task distribution generates a distributed hierarchy of parallel tasks as well containing sorted potential parallel tasks. Local task processing and message handling is performed in a concurrent manner (using asynchronous communication among engines) to limit any response delays. Workers communicate only with their farmer to receive tasks and engines ( gure 2 lines 6, 7), return the results ( gure 2 line 9) and send time-stamped requests to their farmer ( gure 2 line 1). If a worker receives an engine from the farmer it becomes a farmer itself ( gure 2 line 7), otherwise it processes all tasks locally and stays in worker mode ( gure 2 line 2). If a worker detects failure, it initiates the abort & failure mechanism ( gure 2 lines 3, 5). Best-rst scheduling can be slightly relaxed and transformed to breadth-rst distribution in order to keep idle engines busy and improve performance. The distribute function presented in gure 2 allocates tasks to the engines in a descending order of the processing capabilities of the engines residing in the pool. As a result the work load tends to be more balanced making the proposed algorithm more attractive. 
Abort & Failure Mechanisms
To make the system faster and closer to standard Prolog execution the farmerworker protocol has been given an Abort Process mechanism. This mechanism can be e ective at controlling speculative parallelism.
1: All workers often check for any messages from their farmer. 2: When a farmer receives a fail message from a worker it sends an abort message to other attached workers and stops local task processing.
3: When a worker receives an abort message, it aborts any processing, noti es the farmer that it has aborted all processes and returns to the engine pool.
4:
The farmer waits until it receives the aborted message from all its workers. 5: Then the farmer (and any associated goal) fails.
The procedure is applied recursively to sub-farmers. An abort message is distributed to engines in a top-down manner but engines return the aborted message and return to the pool in a bottom-up manner. We could speed up the whole aborting mechanism if we let a sub-farmer send a fail message to its farmer earlier than the actual aborted message. As a result the workers would abort almost in parallel with the other workers. The farmer aborts (and then fails) only if it receives the aborted message from every attached sub-farmer and worker to guarantee safe process abortion in the sense that all workers actually stay idle in the pool having stopped all computations and communication. The proposed mechanism is particularly suitable for distributed heterogeneous platforms because it quanti es e ectively the communication costs and initiates useful operations to be performed by the engines in a concurrent manner while time consuming interengine communication takes place.
Comparisons
This farmer-worker model of dynamic best-rst engine re-allocation and task re-distribution is a new scheduling scheme for distributed execution of Prolog. It aims to improve performance by reducing the complexity of interfacing and synchronizing among the scheduler and a large number of engines, and keep communication overheads low. Its philosophy is di erent to allow it to perform better on distributed platforms like PAN in comparison to models like 7,1,12,3, 4, 2] which are designed for shared-memory multiprocessors. It is task-driven and distribution-oriented which conforms with the design choices of process-based heterogeneous platforms. There are several distributed and de-centralized scheduling components to make the model more scalable in contrast to the PDP and reduce inter-engine communication. The farmers spend time scheduling for a small number of workers, therefore the e ciency is improved and bottleneck situations are minimized, while reasonable control of task and engine migration is achieved at little extra cost. The maintenance of a distributed pool does not consume much of the engine resources and the engines in the pool are quickly made available to act as workers. The run-time engine distribution is dynamic and may easily adjust to di erent kinds of tasks which make it more exible than other scheduling models that partition engines into xed numbers. The hierarchy changes dynamically, workers become farmers on demand to process parallel tasks better. The scheme provides fair engine distribution. A "best-rst" scheduling policy has the ability to process di cult tasks using suitable system resources providing a good degree of the work load balancing. Other scheduling policies may not always guarantee fair distribution of the engines. The hierarchy of parallel tasks reduces task switches while preserving (to some extent) the usual Prolog execution strategy and includes some of the attractive characteristics of MUSE at little extra cost while the engines are informed of possible failure e ectively. The scheduling control is done at the Prolog level and its implementation does not re-engineer the WAM (in contrast to PDP and OPERA) which complies with the design choices of PAN and adds exibility as mainstream technology evolves and improves the system's portability and maintainability.
The model imposes some overheads which relate mainly to the frequency of the communication between a farmer and its workers and depend mainly on the characteristics of the platform. The actual frequency is left to an implementation. PAN follows PMS-Prolog 18] reasons in not supporting backtracking in communication. This scheduling scheme does not support distributed backtracking either in contrast to platforms like Delta-Prolog 6] and CS-Prolog 9].
5 Performance PAN provides a suitable platform to determine if the proposed controls adapt well to the changing needs of a heterogeneous multiprocessor. Large input sizes have been used to provide long running non-trivial problems. All programs are listed in 20]. Direct comparison of PAN with parallel Prologs on shared-memory multiprocessors are not always reasonable, they usually perform better than distributed platforms as argued in 11] and 5]. It isn't always feasible to compare the performance of distributed platforms either because they have di erent hardware con gurations making it di cult to establish a general and fair comparison metric. The benchmarks were run under PAN using SICStus Prolog 3.5 and PVM 3.3.11 on a variety of SUN, DEC and IRIX Unix workstations. The numbers in tables represent the relative performance improvement RPI due to parallel execution in comparison to sequential execution. RPI is calculated using the formula RPI = SE PE where SE is the sequential execution time (in seconds) and PE the parallel execution time (in seconds). The average number of the best three runs is used. To provide a fair comparison metric of SE for this heterogeneous platform each goal is run on all engines participating in a given PAN session. The average of the best three runs is chosen to represent the execution time SE i of an engine i. Then the overall sequential execution SE is calculated as the average value of all SE i .
AND-parallel Execution
To illustrate the performance of the model for AND-parallelism the QuickSort program, the MergeSort program, the Big Integer Matrix Multiplication program, and the Perfect Numbers program were run under PAN. PAN can process tasks at a certain rate due to the large communication costs. If a program produces AND-tasks faster than PAN can consume them then the proposed model incurs extra run-time overheads because it schedules potential parallel tasks which are processed locally instead. The Matrix Multiplication program generates four medium-grained parallel tasks on each recursion, but the rate of generation is not reasonably close to the rate PAN can process them. Such medium-grained programs perform better on shared-memory multiprocessors. In contrast, the rate that the QuickSort and MergeSort programs generate coarse-grained parallel tasks is reasonably close to the rate that PAN can e ectively process them. The Perfect Numbers provide the best improvement, indicating that for non-trivial and coarsegrained applications this model distributes tasks e ectively to engines while controlling the communication overheads and exploiting good degrees of parallelism. It is encouraging to see that performance improves as the size of tasks and the number of engines increases indicating that the scheduling scheme can partition e ectively the work load and can also adapt to the changing con guration of the platform. &-Prolog provides a speed-up of 4.9 for QuickSort(1000) running on 10 nodes of a shared-memory multiprocessor. The AND-OR-parallel distributed executor 17] improves the performance of QuickSort (2000) 
QSort

OR-parallel Execution
Analysis gets more complicated when it comes to OR-parallel execution. Programs like Permutations or naive N-Queens that generate ne-grained parallelism are not expected to perform that well under platforms with considerable communication costs as argued in 11, 5] . Preliminary results showed that PAN is not an exception. Alternative benchmarks can be used to illustrate the performance of distributed platforms. The OR-Tree and Deep Fail programs are variations of benchmarks used in the performance analysis of distributed systems in 11]. When OR-tasks fail, the OR-interpreter switches to other unexplored branches of the execution tree. These failure-driven task switches are non-trivial and time consuming operations. However the tables indicate that PAN copes adequately. the synthetic-1 benchmark because it requires fewer task switches between the ORinterpreter and the Prolog engine in comparison to OR-under-AND parallelism generated by the synthetic-2. This indicates that PAN favours the use of the ORinterpreter at the top levels of the execution tree while the tasks in lower levels can be processed either sequentially or in AND-parallel. For the synthetic-1 benchmark PDP provides a speed up of up to 4.5 and for the synthetic-2 benchmark a speed up of up to 4.6. The latter benchmark performs better when run under the PDP system because OR-parallel execution is realized by extending the WAM which imposes no task switches between the Prolog engine and the OR-mechanism which is the case in PAN. But PAN also performs reasonably well using mainstream Prolog technology.
AND-OR-parallelism
6 Summary -Future Work A scheme for scheduling the execution of parallel tasks on a process-based heterogeneous distributed multiprocessor has been presented. The model uses distributed scheduling components that communicate infrequently and adopts a dynamic task-driven approach to adapt to the changing nature of such platforms. Each component contains a farmer engine responsible for the distribution of parallel tasks to a number of workers and the maintenance of a distributed pool. An abort & failure distributed mechanism has also been incorporated into the model to reduce the speculative work. Preliminary results indicate that the proposed techniques can facilitate the execution of distributed tasks e ciently and improve the performance of programs. These gures indicate that PAN performs better running time consuming and non-trivial applications rather than ne-grained parallel tasks. Further research will focus on experimenting with a wider range of applications to improve the design and the implementation of the proposed scheduling model and determine a wider of applications that can bene t from a distributed platform like PAN.
